
CURIOSITY AT HOME
EARTH DAY SCAVENGER HUNT 

Grades K–2
Below is a list of things to find and activities to do. Some are easy and may be                 
found where you live; others are harder, and you may have to go for a walk. 
How many things can you find and do?

CAN YOU FIND THESE THINGS? 
(Be sure to not disturb them!)

• a bird

• a mammal

• an insect

• a plant budding

• a flower blooming

• a pollinator (like a bee, hummingbird or butterfly)

• a recycle bin

• something made from recycled materials

• something that was designed to be used over and over instead of once

• an animal’s home

• a way people are helping save resources, like solar panels, a rain barrel,                            
or a recycle bin

DO THE FOLLOWING:
• find three different types of leaves, and make leaf rubbings in your science notebook

• draw one of the animals you found 

• collect 3 pieces of trash (be sure to wash your hands afterwards)

• plant something. How long do you think it will take before you see it sprout?                 
Make a prediction in your science notebook.

• find 4 different shades of the color green, and draw them

• turn off lights when you leave the room

• Make a decoration for Earth Day. It could be something you draw in your science 
notebook, or something bigger, that you can hang in your window.

Show us how you’re being curious! Share your results with us.

@pacsci
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Grades 3–8
Below is a list of things to find and activities to do. Some are easy and may be 
found where you live; others are harder, and you may have to go for a walk. 
How many things can you find and do?

CAN YOU FIND THESE THINGS? 
(Be sure to not disturb them!)

• a bird (What kind is it? Does it spend the entire year in                                                         
this area, or does it migrate in the winter?)

• a mammal

• an insect (Can you identify it? What does it eat?)

• a plant budding

• a flower blooming

• a pollinator (like a bee, hummingbird or butterfly) 

• a recycle bin

• something made from recycled materials (Does the packaging                                         
label say what it’s made from?)

• something that was designed to be used over and over instead of once

• an animal’s home

• a way people are helping save resources, like solar panels,                                                        
a rain barrel, or a recycle bin? (can you find all 3?)

DO THE FOLLOWING:
• find three different types of leaves, and make leaf rubbings                                                 

in your science notebook. Name the plants.

• draw one of the animals you found in your notebook.

• collect 3 pieces of trash (and wash your hands afterwards)

• plant something. How long do you think it will take before you see it sprout?                    
Make a prediction in your science notebook, and then see how close you were.

• find 4 different shades of the color green

• pick an action you can do to save energy, and do it at least 5 times that day

• Make a decoration for Earth Day. It could be something you draw in your                   
science notebook, or something bigger, that you can hang in your window. 


